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The sixth Algorithmic Number Theory Symposium was held at the University of Vermont, in
Burlington, from 13–18 June 2004. The organization was a joint e?ort of number theorists
from around the world. There were four invited talks at ANTS VI, by Dan Bernstein of the Univsity of Illinois at Chicago, Kiran Kedlaya of MIT, Alice Silverberg of Ohio State University, and
Mark Watkins of Pennsylvania State University. Thirty cont- buted talks were presented, and a
poster session was held. This volume contains the written versions of the contributed talks and
three of the four invited talks. (Not included is the talk by Dan Bernstein.) ANTS in Burlington is
the sixth in a series that began with ANTS I in 1994 at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,
USA and continued at Universit´eB- deaux I, Bordeaux, France (1996), Reed College, Portland,
Oregon, USA (1998), the University of Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands (2000), and the
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia (2002). The proceedings have been published as
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